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ABSTRACT
In this paper we develop and employ data-driven approach based on Proper Orthogonal 
Decomposition (POD) to analyze high fidelity simulation data. The method presented here is 
compatible with high performance computing (HPC) systems to allow for processing of massive 
amounts of flowfield data. We use this methodology to investigate simulation data 
representative of a mid-span section of a compressor stator embedded within the multi-stage 
environment.
First we show that POD approach requires less snapshots to provide a converged modal 
representation of the flowfield dynamics as compared to commonly used phase-averaging. Then 
we demonstrate the ability of POD procedure to isolate dynamics such as Kevin-Helmholtz 
vortices or Lambda vortices. The results highlight the capability of data-driven approaches in 
efficiently identifying main flow dynamics present in the complex and unsteady environments 
such as those found in turbomachinery flows.
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INTRODUCTION
Much is unknown about the flow dynamics within multi-stage environments. Thus far majority of 

the studies investigating flows within multi-stage environments were experimental (e.g., Smith 1966; 
Halstead et al 1997; Camp and Shin 1994). Despite limited access within the multi-stage machine, 
these studies were still able to provide detailed measurements at the inlets and outlets of the blade-
rows to characterize flow evolution through a machine. However, without the complete flowfield 
information and with high measurement uncertainties, questions remain regarding boundary layer 
state and the impact of multi-stage flow unsteadiness on stage performance.

While the computational cost of highly resolved multi-stage simulations is still prohibitively ex-
pensive, the continued increase in HPC systems capabilities makes it possible to study idealized 
cases. Examples of such studies are high-fidelity study of low pressure turbine stage by Pichler et al 
(2018) and high-fidelity study of the effect of gapping on multi-stage compressor performance by 
Przytarski and Wheeler (2020).

Such studies are expensive and generate large amounts of time-averaged and unsteady data. The 
analysis of the data poses a significant challenge due to the highly unsteady flowfield and the presence 
of periodic wakes from the upstream blade-rows and freestream turbulence. Harnessing these datasets 
to inform industrial design is extremely challenging not least because of the very large amounts of 
data (billions of data points), but also its complexity. Both of these considerations limit how data is 
used, leading to different data reduction strategies (Duraisamy et al, 2019). In literature, high-fidelity 
data has been predominantly reduced using statistical and spectral analyses. As a consequence, sev-
eral time-averaged quantities (e.g. total pressure loss, pressure distribution, etc.) along with a spectral
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signature of the flow can be derived and used as a reference to inform and calibrate engineering mod-
els such as those based on RANS.

These approaches however mean that large portion of information embedded within the flow is
ignored and not used. This problem can be partially addressed by employing an approach based on
flow decomposition, a classic example of which is the triple decomposition in which the flow is split
into a base flow, an oscillating wave and a stochastic flowfield. This approach, however, requires the
knowledge of a wave period and instantaneous phase angle and is inappropriate for cases with many
wave-like dynamics (different length-scales). This problem can be overcome with the use of data-
driven flow decomposition (Brunton et al, 2020) and dimension reduction techniques, e.g. Proper
Orthogonal Decomposition (POD), Dynamic Mode Decomposition (DMD). These methods have re-
ceived much attention in recent years (e.g., Matsuura and Kato 2007; Sarkar 2008; Lengani et al 2018)
thanks to their ability to identify and isolate dynamics and coherent structures present in the system
and to represent them in a form of decomposed modes and their temporal evolution.

In this paper we use high-fidelity unsteady data of Przytarski and Wheeler (2020) to perform data-
driven analysis of the flowfield representative of industrial multi-stage compressor. The aim of this
work is to set the basis for the online reduction of such large databases. POD is adopted as a tool for
the direct analysis of the results of the simulation, and not simply as a post-processing routine as dis-
cussed in the aforementioned works. To do so we develop a parallel POD procedure and demonstrate
its ability to identify known physical dynamics as well as discover dynamics that would otherwise
be difficult to isolate. The focus of this paper is therefore two-fold: firstly, the implementation of an
algorithm for performing a parallel POD on HPC is discussed, that is a milestone for adopting it as an
online reduction tool; secondly, the results of the modal decomposition are discussed and some of the
extracted information are compared with phase-averaged results that would typically require longer
simulation times.

NOMENCLATURE
DNS Direct Numerical Simulation
POD Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
DRP Dispersion-Relation-Preserving
ρ density
µ dynamic viscosity
U0 inlet velocity
Ux axial velocity
Cax axial blade chord
Ublade blade rotation speed
Re Reynolds number = ρU0Cax/µ

Ma Mach number
Frotor rotor passing frequency
Fred reduced frequency = Frotor/(Uax/Cax)
αin inlet flow angle
φ flow coefficient
Λsr stage reaction
ϕ flow coefficient

x cascade axial coordinate
y normal to the wall direction
δ boundary layer thickness
t time
T wake passing period
u streamwise velocity component
λ (k) POD eigenvalue of mode k
χ(k) POD eigenvectors of mode k
φu POD mode of the streamwise velocity

component
φv POD mode of the wall normal velocity

component
<> deterministic periodic component
Subscripts & Superscripts
− time averaged quantities
∼ phase-locked quantities
′ stochastic fluctuating component
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Figure 1: Multi-stage compressor computational setup. (a) Mesh showing every eight grid line. (b)
Schematic of the computational domain and wake recycling procedure. (c) Instantaneous spanwise
vorticity flowfield obtained from the simulation.

METHODOLOGY
Computational setup
For this study we use unsteady data of Przytarski and Wheeler (2020) for NACA65 blade profile

with axial gap of 0.4Cax. This data is representative of a multi-stage environment and was generated
using the high order compressible Navier-Stokes solver 3DNS (Wheeler et al (2018)). Table 1 shows
the running conditions of the case. The mesh and multi-block structure is shown in the Figure 1 (a).
The mesh consisted of around 130M points corresponding to 1143k nodes in the blade-to-blade plane
and 112 nodes in the spanwise direction. The spanwise extent was 10% of the axial chord. Maximum
viscous wall units reported in Table 2 suggest near DNS accuracy.

The multi-stage environment was achieved using an idealized repeating-passage compressor model
details of which can be found in Przytarski and Wheeler (2020). An example of an instantaneous
flowfield for NACA65 profile at 0.4Cax gap can be seen in Figure 1 (c) for which the spanwise vor-
ticity contours were plotted. This figure was made using a single passage flow simulation that was
translated and reflected to reconstruct a full multi-stage picture, thus highlighting the validity of the
idealized repeating-passage compressor model. Data from this case was analyzed using parallel POD
procedure described next.

Data-driven analysis
Standard approaches based on phase averaging provide only a partial statistical representation of

the flow complexity and confound dynamics that are not strictly periodic or happen rarely. In addi-
tion, appropriate estimation of phase-averaged quantities in such unsteady flowfield requires many
samples (usually 20 wake periods) and results in large computational cost.

Alternative to that is the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition. This decomposition was introduced
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Table 1: Test-case details

Case Re Ma φ Λsr Fred αin Frotor
NACA65 140k 0.065 1 0.5 1.71 42◦ 273.3Hz

Table 2: Maximum near-wall viscous units

Case Mesh ∆+
n ∆

+
t ∆+

z
NACA65 130M 0.6 4.8 6.0

in fluid dynamics by Lumley (1967), and gained popularity after the introduction of the method of
“snapshots” by Sirovich (1987). Sirovich (1987) demonstrated that the first computational step of
POD is a computation of a cross-correlation matrix C, which is a square matrix with the dimension
that is the minimum between the number N of the instantaneous flow field snapshots and the number
of spatial points. Typically, in case of high-fidelity simulations the number of snapshots is far lower
than the number of mesh points.

The eigenvalues (λ ) of the C matrix represent the contribution of the modes to the total kinetic en-
ergy of velocity fluctuations. The modes are ranked by energy with the first being the most energetic.
The eigenvectors χ(k) of the matrix C are the temporal coefficients of the mode representing their
evolution in time. The POD modes φ (k) are obtained by projecting the original data on the computed
eigenvectors and provide a statistical representation of coherent structures in the flow.

The modes and the eigenvectors are both orthogonal. This property is used to provide the partial
contribution of each mode to the Reynolds shear and normal stresses. The time-mean Reynolds stress
may be written as:

u′iu
′
j = ∑

k
λ
(k)

φ
(k)
i φ

(k)
j (1)

The term λ (k)φ
(k)
i φ

(k)
j represents the contribution of the kth POD mode to the overall time-mean

Reynolds stresses. It has been further shown that the properties of POD may be used to compute the
contribution of each POD mode to the production of turbulence kinetic energy and entropy generation
rate (Lengani et al 2018). In the present paper we limit the analysis to the Reynolds shear stresses
captured by the POD modes.

Parallel POD
For the purpose of analyzing large quantities of full 3D flow field data we developed parallel

version of POD compatible with HPC systems to allow for processing of massive amounts of flowfield
data. Figure 2 shows the schematic of the parallel POD procedure which consists of three steps:

1. Computation of cross correlation matrix (C = MMT)

2. Solution of the eigenvalue problem (CX = ΛX)

3. Computation of POD modes (Φ = MTX)

Where M contains all the data used for the decomposition constituting 3 velocity components (u,v,w)
at each flowfield grid point for the N flowfield snapshots. The time-average of the components has
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Figure 2: The schematic of parallel POD procedure computations. (a) Computation of cross correla-
tion matrix. (b) Computation of POD modes.

been subtracted from the snapshots to avoid high energy content at 0-mode. The size of M is N snap-
shots by ∑

Nb
block i 3×Lx,i×Ly,i×Lz,i grid points, where Lx,Ly,Lz are sizes of respective computational

blocks. In the second part this meant that the size of M was [500×3 ·130M], i.e. approximately 195B
data points. Such large dataset size (over 1.5T B) far exceeds the memory limits of the standard com-
puting architectures. To manage it, the data was processed block by block, split into smaller chunks
consisting of several snapshots each and distributed across parallel processors.

In the first step of the analysis, each processor was able to compute its contribution towards partial
cross correlation matrix. Then, data chunks were exchanged between the processors until complete
partial cross correlation matrix was obtained. These partial cross correlations matrices were computed
for each block and summed together to obtain a complete cross correlation matrix, Figure 2 (a).

Having computed full cross-correlation matrix, eigenvalue problem is solved using LAPACK(MKL)
library to obtain eigenvalues Λ and eigenvectors X.

Finally, in the third step POD modes are computed. For this purpose the data is once again pro-
cessed block by block with the data split into chunks. In addition, eigenvector matrix X is distributed
between all the processors. Each processor computes contribution from its data chunk towards POD
mode and the data is exchanged between each processor pair until full POD mode is obtained, Figure
2 (b).

The POD code was implemented in Fortran90 and parallelized using MPI libraries. We tested
the code up to 175 processors and verified its capability to process in excess of 2T B of data at a
time. The advantage of the code is that it does not require any pre-processing or modification of the
raw flowfield data. The asymptotic complexity of the algorithm is O(N2 ·3LxLyLz/P) where P is the
number of processors. However, given the size of the dataset, the limiting factor of the code was the
size of the available working memory. This meant that, as mentioned before, data had to be processed
block by block, thus extending the execution time.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) Convergence of cumulative energy of POD modes as a fuction of number of snapshots
(b) POD energy for N = 500 snapshots with wake periodic modes highlighted in red.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
POD convergence
POD data used for this study spanned 7 wake periods. Full 3D flowfield data was saved at a fre-

quency of 100 flowfields per wake period, translating to around 700 snapshots available to us.
The convergence of POD modes was tested by comparing the energy captured by each POD mode

as the number of snapshots increases. This is done plotting the eigenvalues λi normalized by the total
kinetic energy to obtain the percentage of energy captured by each mode and shown in Figure 3 (a).

The plot shows that for the number of snapshots of 400 and more, the energy distribution does not
vary significantly. We therefore determine that POD decomposition is converged for 500 snapshots
and use this number for the remainder of the analysis. This number is in agreement with the litera-
ture, e.g. Lacarelle et al (2009) reported statistical convergence of the first 10 POD modes after 200
snapshots.

POD dynamics
Figure 3 (b) shows the relative distribution of energy captured by each mode for 500 snapshots. In

red are highlighted modes for which dominant dynamics are related to wake passing frequency and
its harmonics. This was determined by performing a Fourier analysis on each associated eigenvector
χi (mode’s time signature). As seen on the plot, the first several modes are related to wake passing
frequency. This is consistent with observations made by Lengani et al (2018) for turbine test cases in
which incoming wakes were responsible for large deterministic, periodic fluctuations.

We find that POD is not only able to identify known physical flow dynamics, but also help discover
new. To demonstrate POD capability we select several modes and visualize them: Figures 4 - 7. These
modes correspond to:

• Wake periodic modes (Fig. 4)

• Low frequency modes (Fig. 5)

• Kelvin-Helmholtz roll-up modes (Fig. 6)

• Lambda vortex modes (Fig. 7)

and only cover some of the dynamics that we were able to uncover using the POD decomposition.
To visualize the modes we plot a spanwise blade section and superimpose iso-surfaces of Reynolds
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Figure 4: An example of wake periodic modes. (a) Mode visualisation using iso-surfaces of Reynolds
stress φ ′uφ ′v and spanwise cut with streamwise aligned disturbance velocity magnitude φu,rot and dis-
turbance velocity vectors. (b) Mode eigenvector (time signature) and associated Fourier transform of
the signal. Frequencies related to the wake period and its harmonics are outlined in red.

shear stress φuφv (Figs. 4 to 6) and iso-surface of streamwise component of the velocity magnitude
φu,rot (Fig. 7). The view also includes spanwise blade cut colored by the streamwise component of
the velocity magnitude (u,rot) and the vectorial representation of the mode components (φu,φv). Each
mode is accompanied by the temporal evolution of the eigenvector and its frequency spectrum plotted
underneath. Wake passing frequency and its harmonics are marked with red dashed line.

Figure 4 shows the two most energetic modes (Mode 1 and 2). These modes are related to wake
passing frequency as clearly visible on their Fourier spectrum. The vectorial representation high-
lights a series of large scale vortices within the blade passage. These vortices are predominantly
two-dimensional as manifested by the iso-surface of φuφv. The impact of wakes on the suction side
boundary layer can be also observed. Wakes appear to induce a series of 2D roll-ups that develop
with an alternating sign of Reynolds shear stress. High energy content in the wake periodic modes
confirms the critical role that wake plays in determining the flowfield within the passage. Wake pe-
riodic modes can be also summed to obtain a POD phase-averaged flowfield. This fact is used in the
latter part of the paper.

Figure 5 shows modes which occur at a frequency lower than the wake passing period. These
dynamics seem to change slowly and affect the rear part of the blade boundary layer on both suction
and pressure side. On the other hand, their effect on the blade passage seems to be limited. These
highly energetic modes were not known to the authors before and highlight POD’s potential to help
discover new dynamics. It is speculated that these low frequency modes may be due to multi-stage
effects that lead to thinning and thickening of the boundary layer depending on the wake-boundary
layer interaction. It has to be noted that such low frequency dynamics would be smeared-out by
a phase averaging procedure, thus confounding otherwise wake periodic flow. The POD analysis is
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Figure 5: An example of low-frequency modes. (a) Mode visualisation using iso-surfaces of Reynolds
stress φ ′uφ ′v and spanwise cut with streamwise aligned disturbance velocity magnitude φu,rot and dis-
turbance velocity vectors. (b) Mode eigenvector (time signature) and associated Fourier transform of
the signal. Frequencies related to the wake period and its harmonics are outlined in red.

able to isolate these dynamics and can be used to estimate their impact on boundary layer development
and its contribution to loss generation.

Figure 6 shows a statistical representation of the part-span Kelvin-Helmholtz roll-up present on
the suction side of the blade around the transition region. This finding was confirmed by comparing
the frequencies present in the Fourier spectrum with characteristic frequency of Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability. The characteristic frequency fKH was computed according to Simoni et al 2012 using a
following formula: fKH = 0.8uin f l/(2πl), where l is the separated shear layer thickness and uin f l is the
velocity at the inflection point. The predicted characteristic frequency ranged from around 800 to 1500
Hz depending on the wake phase and corresponding boundary layer profile. This analysis confirms
that the modes shown in Figure 6 are related to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. In addition to the modes
shown in the figure, multiple similar Kelvin-Helmholthz modes were found at the predicted frequency
range. These modes are also characterized by high negative Reynolds shear stresses comparable to
those found in modes 1 and 2 (Fig. 4). This suggests that their contribution to turbulence production
and therefore loss is significant.

Figure 7 shows a mode related to a Lambda vortex and its breakdown. These structures were
found to occur upstream of the Kelvin-Helmholtz modes and are commonly associated with streak
instability and bypass flow transition, (see e.g., Perry and Chong, 1982; Adrian, 2007).

Further comparison between Kelvin-Helmholtz roll-ups and Lambda vortices show that their tem-
poral coefficients reach maximum amplitude at different times: e.g. Kelvin-Helmholtz mode (mode
48) reaches the maximum amplitude for t/twake between 0.2 and 0.6, while Lambda vortex mode
(mode 64) reaches its maximum between 0.6 < t/twake < 1.2. This finding suggests that there is a
number of competing dynamics and instabilities that coexist in a multi-stage environment. Specif-
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Figure 6: An example of Kelvin-Helmholtz modes. (a) Mode visualisation using iso-surfaces of
Reynolds stress φ ′uφ ′v and spanwise cut with streamwise aligned disturbance velocity magnitude φu,rot
and disturbance velocity vectors. (b) Mode eigenvector (time signature) and associated Fourier trans-
form of the signal. Frequencies related to the wake period and its harmonics are outlined in red.

Figure 7: An example of Lambda vortices. (a) Mode visualisation using iso-surfaces of streamwise
velocity magnitude φu,rot and spanwise cut with streamwise aligned disturbance velocity magnitude
φu,rot and disturbance velocity vectors. (b) Mode eigenvector (time signature) and associated Fourier
transform of the signal. Frequencies related to the wake period and its harmonics are outlined in red.
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ically, passing wakes appear to trigger both Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities and streak instabilities
providing different routes to transition within a wake passing cycle. Further, these dynamics some-
times persist affecting the route to transition in the next cycle. This elucidates the complexity of the
multi-stage compressor flow that would otherwise be lost when standard phase averaging procedure
is applied.

POD phase-averaging and filtering
Using POD analysis it is possible to reconstruct the flowfield using selected modes in order to ob-

tain a partially reconstructed flow or a flowfield with a particular dynamic filtered out. One realization
of it may be POD phase-averaging of the flowfield. This can be achieved by combining the modes
with temporal coefficients whose Fourier spectrum peaks correspond to the wake passing frequency
and its harmonics. Similarly, impact of any other dynamics can be quantified by reconstructing the
partial flowfield using selected modes. This fact was used to investigate the impact of wake periodic
modes and low frequency modes on suction side boundary layer.

Figure 8 shows a series of space-time diagrams of skin friction coefficient displaying the unsteady
transition behavior on the suction-surface. Separation line representing a zero velocity contour is
plotted in green. Wake centre-line is shown with dashed blue line for one of the wake periods. Struc-
tures moving over the surface appear as wedges in the space-time diagram. Leftmost plot shows the
space-time diagram of the raw simulation data while the other two plots correspond to partial POD re-
constructions. Space-time diagrams span over four wake periods and it can be seen from the diagram
with the instantaneous data that the flow displays high level of unsteadiness with large differences in
flow structure even between the wake periods.

Using POD analysis the instantaneous flow behavior was decomposed into wake periodic flow
and flow due to the low frequency modes. It can be seen from the figure that the impact of the low fre-
quency modes changes the size of the separation significantly. This impact appears to last for around
two wake periods and then reverses. Better understanding of this behavior and its impact on suction
side loss generation is of high importance as suction side is responsible for 50% of loss generated
within the passage for the case considered here.

Figure 8: Space-time diagram of skin friction coefficient on suction side of the blade and its POD
decomposition into wake periodic modes, low frequency modes and higher order modes.
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Wake periodic flow obtained using POD phase-averaging can be compared directly to the standard
phase-averaging procedure. The main advantage of the POD phase-averaging is that, as shown before,
it only requires 5 wake periods and 500 snapshots to reach statistical convergence. This is far less that
around 20 wake periods that are typically needed for the standard phase averaging procedure.

Figure 9 shows the comparison between POD phase-averaged flow using 5 wake periods and
standard phase averaging procedure using 20 wake periods. This is demonstrated using space-time
diagram of skin friction coefficient on suction-surface. It can be seen from the figure that the behavior
of the flow is qualitatively similar for both cases, however, there are significant differences around
the transition and separation region. Standard phase-averaged flow is also more smooth and seems to
predict larger region of separation which is likely be due to the low frequency dynamics mentioned
before.

This sort of insight is important as it allows to decouple the impact of rotor wakes, low frequency
dynamics and other physics on a separation bubble. In this case our analysis suggests that separation
bubble increases intemittently due to rare large scale events such as those captured by low frequency
modes. Standard phase-averaging procedure is unable to distinguish between these effects and there-
fore predicts overall larger phase-averaged separation region than the POD phase-average.

Figure 9: Comparison of POD derived phase averaged flow and standard phase averaged flow using
space-time diagram of skin friction coefficient on suction side of the blade.

CONCLUSIONS
High-fidelity simulations provide a wealth of data, however, extracting knowledge from this data

is challenging because of its size and complexity. We address this problem by developing a data-
driven approach based on the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition. To allow for processing of massive
amounts of flowfield data we develop a parallel procedure compatible with high performance com-
puting systems. We use this procedure to analyze complex high-fidelity data representative of the
multi-stage compressor.

We first show the convergence of the POD analysis using 500 snapshots and then demonstrate
its ability to identify known physical dynamics by visualizing modes related to wake periodic flow,
Kevin-Helmholtz roll-ups and Lambda vortices. Using POD analysis we were also able to identify
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low frequency dynamics which seem to have a profound effect on the state of the suction side bound-
ary layer. In addition, we compared the wake periodic flowfield obtained from the POD procedure
with the phase-averaged flowfield showing a good agreement despite shorter averaging period. The
results highlight the capability of data-driven approaches in efficiently identifying the main dynamics
present in complex and unsteady environments such as those found in turbomachinery flows.
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